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BIOLOGY – ANIMALS INCLUDING HUMANS 
Key Learning Outcomes 

At the start of this topic, assess children’s prior knowledge by using a ‘What I already know’ mind map. 
 
During this Science topic the pupils will be taught:  
 The basic stages in a life cycle for animals, including humans. 

 The focus at this stage should be on questions that help pupils to recognise growth; they should not be expected to understand how 
reproduction occurs. 

 The following examples might be used: egg, chick, chicken; egg, caterpillar, pupa, butterfly; spawn, tadpole, frog. 
 Growing into adults can include reference to baby, toddler, child, teenager, adult 

 To describe the basic needs of humans and animals for survival (water, food and air).  
 To describe the importance for humans of exercise. 
 The importance of eating the right amounts of different types of food, and hygiene (humans). 

 Medicines can be useful when we are ill. 
 Medicines can be harmful if not used properly. 

 
From Year 1, but covered in Year 2: 
 To identify and name a variety of common animals including fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals.  

 To recognise that humans are animals. 
 
To assess progress at the end of the topic, children must complete the ‘What I know now’ mind map. 

Vocabulary 
animal       human       adult       parent        young       offspring       water       food       air       exercise       hygiene       environment       fossil       
skeleton       body       organs       healthy       diet        height       growth       weight       
Working Scientifically 
Pattern       changes       plan       record       observe       identify       classify       data       question       answer       compare       measure       equipment       
test       sort       group       label       list       larger       smaller       faster       slower       stronger       weaker       brighter       dimmer       louder       
quicker       data logger  
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BIOLOGY – LIVING THINGS and HABITATS 

Key Learning Outcomes  
At the start of this topic, assess children’s prior knowledge by using a ‘What I already know’ mind map. 
 
During this Science topic the pupils will be taught: 
 To explore and compare the differences between things that are living, dead, and things that have never been alive. 

 Raise and answer questions that help them to become familiar with the life processes that are common to all living things.  
 To identify that most living things live in habitats to which they are suited and describe how different habitats provide for the basic needs of different kinds 

of animals and plants, and how they depend on each other.  
 Raise and answer questions about the local environment that help them to identify and study a variety of plants and animals within their 

habitat and observe how living things depend on each other, for example plants serving as a source of food and shelter for animals.  
 To identify and name a variety of plants and animals in their habitats, including micro-habitats. 

 To know different kinds of plants and animals live in different kinds of places.  
 To know there are different kinds of habitat which need to be cared for. 
 To know that habitats provide the preferred conditions for the animals/plants that live there (compare local habitats and less familiar examples). 

 To describe how animals obtain their food from plants and other animals. 
 To explain a simple food chain 
 To identify and name different sources of food.  
 
To assess progress at the end of the topic, children must complete the ‘What I know now’ mind map. 

Vocabulary 
living things       plants       animals       habitats      conditions       living       dead       alive       dark       light       water       damp       dry       micro-
habitats       food       food chain       sources       food webs        producer       prey       predator       environment       local       protected       endangered       
species       birds       reptiles       mammals       amphibians       fish 
Working Scientifically 
Pattern       changes       plan       record       observe       identify       classify       data       question       answer       compare       measure       equipment       
test       sort       group       label       list       larger       smaller       faster       slower       stronger       weaker       brighter       dimmer       louder       
quicker       data logger 
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CHEMISTRY – EVERYDAY MATERIALS/PROPERTIES 
Key Learning Outcomes  

At the start of this topic, assess children’s prior knowledge by using a ‘What I already know’ mind map. 
 
During this Science topic the pupils will be taught:  
 To identify a variety of everyday materials, including wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and cardboard. 

 To know that some materials can be found naturally; others have to be made. 
 Pupils should identify and discuss the uses of different everyday materials so that they become familiar with how some materials are used for 

more than one thing (metal can be used for coins, cans, cars and table legs; wood can be used for matches, floors, and telegraph poles) or 
different materials are used for the same thing (spoons can be made from plastic, wood, metal, but not normally from glass). 

 To compare the suitability of these materials for specific uses.  
 They should think about the properties of materials that make them suitable or unsuitable for particular purposes and they should be 

encouraged to think about unusual and creative uses for everyday materials. 
 Pupils might find out about people who have developed useful new materials; for example, John Dunlop, Charles Macintosh or John McAdam. 

 To find out how the shapes of solid objects made from some materials can be changed by squashing, bending, twisting and stretching. 
 
To assess progress at the end of the topic, children must complete the ‘What I know now’ mind map. 

Vocabulary  
materials       shape       suitability       solid       changes        properties       heat       insulators       conductors       forces       squashing       bending       
twisting       stretching       reflective       similarities       differences       wood       metal       plastic       glass       brick       rock       paper       cardboard       
uses  
Working Scientifically 
Pattern       changes       plan       record       observe       identify       classify       data       question       answer       compare       measure       equipment       
test       sort       group       label       list       larger       smaller       faster       slower       stronger       weaker       brighter       dimmer       louder       
quicker       data logger 
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PHYSICS – ELECTRICITY 

Key Learning Outcomes 
At the start of this topic, assess children’s prior knowledge by using a ‘What I already know’ mind map. 
 
During this Science topic the pupils will be taught: 
 To identify and name appliances that require electricity to function. 

 To know that electricity sources can be either mains or battery.  
 To construct a series circuit. 

 To know that batteries push electricity around a circuit and can make bulbs, buzzers and motors work.  
 To know that electricity can be dangerous. 
 To identify and name the components in a series circuit (including cells, wires, bulbs, switches and buzzers). 
 To draw a circuit diagram.  
 To predict and test whether a lamp will light within a circuit. 
 To describe the function of a switch in a circuit.  
 
To assess progress at the end of the topic, children must complete the ‘What I know now’ mind map. 

Vocabulary 
appliance      lamp       circuit       electricity       buzzer         motor       brightness      metal       plastic       cells       wires       fuse       shock       safety 
Working Scientifically 
Pattern       changes       plan       record       observe       identify       classify       data       question       answer       compare       measure       equipment       
test       sort       group       label       list       larger       smaller       faster       slower       stronger       weaker       brighter       dimmer       louder       
quicker       data logger 
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BIOLOGY – PLANTS 
Key Learning Outcomes 

At the start of this topic, assess children’s prior knowledge by using a ‘What I already know’ mind map. 
 
During this Science topic the pupils will be taught: 
 To observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature plants.  

 Pupils should use the local environment throughout the year to observe how different plants grow.  
 Pupils should be introduced to the requirements of plants for germination, growth and survival, as well as the process of reproduction and 

growth in plants 
 To find out and describe how plants need water, light and a suitable temperature to grow and stay healthy.  
 To know that plants are living and eventually die. 
 
Note: Seeds and bulbs need water to grow but most do not need light; seeds and bulbs have a store of food inside them. 
 
To assess progress at the end of the topic, children must complete the ‘What I know now’ mind map. 

Vocabulary 
plants       seeds       bulbs       mature        water       light       healthy       temperature        germinate       growth       reproduce       roots       flowers       
petal       stem       insects       pollen       leaves       sun 
Working Scientifically 
Pattern       changes       plan       record       observe       identify       classify       data       question       answer       compare       measure       equipment       
test       sort       group       label       list       larger       smaller       faster       slower       stronger       weaker       brighter       dimmer       louder       
quicker       data logger 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


